
SUZUKIFEST 2017
SUMMER RIDES
NEW TECHNOLOGIES,  
GREAT NEW BIKES AND  
A SUMMER OF FUN  
FROM SUZUKI

GREAT
SAVINGS

EASY
FINANCE

KIDS
BIKES

FREE
ACCESSORIES

NEW
MODELS



+ FREE ACERBIS 25L TANK 
OR PRO CIRCUIT MUFFLER

DR650SEL8 

$8,995  +ORC

L7 MODEL SHOWN – L8 MODEL AVAILABLE IN WHITE ONLY.
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WELCOME TO SUMMER WITH SUZUKI!
Traditionally at this time of year the motorcycling community looks to Suzuki to provide some great  
‘real world’ reasons to get out and about on two wheels over the warm summer months. And this  
year is no exception!

This year we’ve released a host of new models brim-full of the latest technology and Suzuki innovation, 
including the benchmark GSX-R1000R, the new urban athlete GSX250R sport twin, a revitalized naked 
predator the GSX-S750, upgraded 650 and 1000 V-Strom adventure bikes and the fantastic new GSX150 
“GIXXER” entry-level freedom motorcycle. Piloted by our budding “future champions”, these will star on 
New Zealand race tracks this summer in their own GIXXER Cup one-make race series.

We’ve put together a great catalogue full of all these new bikes, plus many more of your favourite 
Suzukis! We’ve included off road favourites, scooters, LAMS commuters, cruisers and kids bikes to  
cover the whole family.

With special offers, finance and value-added ideas across the range, there’s a Suzuki in your future,  
right here.

Along with new technologies that produce cleaner-running, more fuel-efficient motorcycles, we have 
boosted safety with ABS across the 2017 roadbike models 250cc and over and many also with the 
added security of traction control systems to keep you safe out there on our increasingly busy and 
varying roads. So have fun and stay safe this summer with SuzukiFest and share our passion for riding.

Simon Meade 
General Manager Motorcycles and ATV 
Suzuki New Zealand.
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GSX-R1000A AND R1000RA

GSX-R1000RA ONLY



NO DEPOSIT 
$207.82 PER WEEK

GSX-R1000RAL7 

$28,995  +ORC

NO DEPOSIT 
$180.22 PER WEEK

GSX-R1000AL7 

$24,995  +ORC

MONTHS  
TO PAY

36 
DEPOSIT

NO

See back page for finance conditions.

RUN. TURN. STOP.
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We are privileged to introduce the latest 
generation of Suzuki GSX-R1000 - the R model 
that is set to redefine how good a production 
Superbike can be. Equipped with BFF front 
forks and BFRC rear shock the R model oozes 
greatness from every angle. Launch control 
and bi- directional quick-shift set this 1000cc 
motorcycle apart from the standard GSX-R1000A 
and adds race bred engineering to develop 202ps 
with a torque curve so strong it will shred lap 
times. Priced at just $28,995 this technology  
is an affordable podium magnet.

GSX-R1000A FEATURES
•  Broad Power System with mechanical VVT 
• Lighter, more compact chassis 
•  Motion Track TCS system – choice of  

10 levels of intervention for ideal  
traction control

•  Vertically-stacked LED headlight, tailight 
and turn signals – plus full-function LCD 
instrumentation

• Curb mass – 202kg

GSX-R1000RA ONLY
• Bi-directional Quick shift system
• Launch control system
• Showa BFF (Balance Free front forks)
•  Showa BFRC (Balance Free Rear Cushion 

Lite) rear shock



NO DEPOSIT 
$131.92 PER WEEK

GSX-S1000FAL8 

$17,995  +ORC

NO DEPOSIT 
$125.02 PER WEEK

GSX-S1000AL8 

$16,995  +ORC

MONTHS  
TO PAY

36 
DEPOSIT

NO

See back page for finance conditions.

STREET FIGHTERS
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The headline says it all. ‘Street Fighters’ are a  
breed of bikes that eat up the bitumen and no  
other motorcycle offers as much fun as these  
750 and 1000cc GSX-R engined Suzuki performance 
bikes. Traction control, ABS and a long list of 
features allow the rider to experience maximum  
fun with confidence. These are street bikes packed 
with some serious performance and rugged and 
aggressive styling, including the option of fully faired 
with the GSX-S1000FA. It’s a winning combination 
that delivers excitement and just a little bit of crazy.

GSX-S750A/S1000A FEATURES
•  Street-tuned GSX-R engines delivering 

strong midrange and street-riding power 
•  3-mode Traction control system 

coupled with ABS braking for greater 
confidence in all riding conditions

• Petal-style brake discs (GSX-S750)
•  Easy Start and Low RPM assist for 

flawless round-town performance
• Renthal Fatbar handlebars
•  Multi-function LCD instrumentation – 

includes gear position, fuel consumption 
and range, TCS mode, clock



NO DEPOSIT 
$104.32 PER WEEK

GSX-S750A/ZAL7 

$13,995  +ORC
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GSX-S750A AND S-1000A/FA

GSX-S1000A/FA ONLY



FREE SV650A CAFÉ KIT  
WORTH $849

METER VISOR TUCK ROLL SEAT

SIDE NUMBER PLATES

+ FREE CAFÉ KIT

SV650UAL7 

$9,995  +ORC

28 KITS AVAILABLE NATIONALLY

FULL POWER SV650AL7 MODEL 
AVAILABLE $10,995+ORC
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LS650BL7 

$8,695  +ORC

NO DEPOSIT 
$103.65 PER WEEK

24 MONTHS TO PAY

SPECIAL PRICE

DR-Z400SML8 

$8,995  +ORC

See back page for finance conditions.
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IT’S YOUR CHOICE
When it comes to making a decision on a new 
motorcycle there should be options. No two people 
are the same so neither should be the range of 
learner approved motorcycles. These three are 
just a few of those choices with fun being the key 
factor. If cruising’s your thing the LS650B boasts 
a thumping 650cc single with classic styling and 
probably the lowest seat height of any LAMS bike. 
When carving up the bitumen is high on your list 
of fun activities then the DR-Z400SM could be your 
dose of fun. Or try the nimble-handling SV650A 
with its V-Twin heart of gold.

DR-Z400SM FEATURES
•  DOHC liquid-cooled 4-stroke single delivering 

broad, tractable power and torque
•  Stunning black finish with yellow/grey graphics

LS650B FEATURES
•  New blacked-out SOHC 652cc single engine, 

rims, levers and triple clamps
•  Comfortable 700mm seat height for a  

confident ride

SV650A FEATURES
•  Light weight fun machine with superbly 

versatile V-Twin engine
•  Low RPM Assist for smooth launch and easy 

town riding



RUNOUT 
PRICE!NO DEPOSIT 

$64.39 PER WEEK

GW250Z 

$4,995  +ORC

SAVE $1,000

TU250XL7 

$4,995  +ORC

MONTHS  
TO PAY

24 
DEPOSIT

NO

See back page for finance conditions.

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE RIDE 
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Whichever way you want to roll, Suzuki can make 
you look good out there. Take a quick spin on 
any of these 250cc motorcycles and discover 
the difference between boring and a summer of 
fun. Sharp styling and race inspired engineering 
combine to drive the all new GSX250R towards 
your goal; add in ABS brakes and a powerful twin-
cylinder motor for a great combination. If you like 
the retro look but want modern engineering then 
the TU250X could be just what you’re looking for. 
Grab one of these and save $1,000. Or try our naked 
GW250 at its crazy run-out price of just $4,995.

GSX250R FEATURES
•  Fully-faired with sporty GSX-R ‘Urban 

athlete’ styling
•  Multi-function LCD instrumentation
•  Petal-style discs and ABS brake system

GW250Z FEATURES
•  User-friendly fuel injected in-line twin 

for a variety of riding conditions
•  Full-size frame and comfortable seat

TU250X FEATURES
•  Smooth-shifting 5 speed transmission
•  Fuel-injected power and retro style
•  Low 770mm seat height



NO DEPOSIT 
$85.61 PER WEEK

GSX250RL8 

$6,995  +ORC
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Growing future champions!

INTRODUCTORY  
PRICE

GSX150F 

$2,995  +ORC

INTRODUCTORY  
PRICE

GSX150 

$2,795  +ORC

FREE YOURSELF
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What a great way to enjoy summer! Just one ride 
on the newest addition to our model line up will 
have you hooked.  This 150cc electric-start 
four-stroke has a stunning combination of strong 
performance and great styling, but is possibly the 
best value for money motorcycle on the market. 
Choose between the faired or naked versions 
of this race inspired GIXXER and get the Suzuki 
summer feeling as you open the throttle on 
freedom and independence. Starting at just $2,795 
plus on road costs the GSX150 will take you to 
new places so test ride one today. 

GSX150 FEATURES
•  Robust 155cc air-cooled 4-stroke engine 

with energetic punch
• Front and rear disc brakes
•  GSX-R styling with aerodynamic faired 

or naked options
•  Digital instrumentation with gear 

position and rpm indicator
•  Striking contrasting graphics package 

and LED tail lamp
•  Adjustable rear mono shock suspension
•  Eligible for new one-make GIXXER Cup 

race series – growing future champions



+ FREE GIVI TOPBOX

UK110 

$2,995  +ORC

+ FREE HELMET

GN125H 

$2,595  +ORC

FREE GIVI 
TOPBOX 
WITH UK110

ONLY 40 NATIONWIDE

Helmet indicative only. See your dealer for options

COMMUTER-COOL
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Need transport and want to look good at the 
same time… try a Suzuki GN125H or UK110 for 
your next set of wheels. As New Zealand’s number 
one selling motorcycle, the GN125H is our classic 
cruiser with all the features that make commuting 
fun and economical, all for just $2,595 plus on 
road costs. To celebrate summer we will even 
throw in a free helmet with the deal.  If a scooter 
is more your style then the UK110 could be just 
the solution. Its simple twist and go transmission 
and strong four-stroke engine will keep you on 
time - add in a FREE Givi top box and you’ve got 
the daily commute covered.

GN125H FEATURES
•  Electric-start 4-stroke engine with 

ample torque for the city run
•  Relaxed riding position with semi 

pull-back handlebars
•  Chrome highlights and contrasting 

tank pinstripe

UK110 FEATURES
•  Smooth and super-efficient fuel-

injected engine
•  20.6 litre underseat storage for 

helmet and riding gear
•   FREE Givi top box can be fitted to 

the rear carrier
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+ FREE TOMTOM GPS

+ FREE TOMTOM GPS

DL650AL7 

$13,995  +ORC

DL650XAL7 

$14,995  +ORC

50 TOMTOMS NATIONWIDE

LAMS AND FULL POWER AVAILABLE

DL650 shown with some optional accessories.
16

DL650A/XA AND 1000A/XA

DL1000A/XA ONLY



+ FREE TOMTOM GPS

DL1000XAL8

$18,995  +ORC

+ FREE TOMTOM GPS

DL1000AL8 

$17,995  +ORC

50 TOMTOMS NATIONWIDE

50 TOMTOMS NATIONWIDE

FREE TOMTOM RIDER  
GPS WORTH $649

ADVENTURE PERFECTED
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Adventure the way it should be – escape the city 
limits and explore New Zealand’s lesser known 
roads on Suzuki’s V-Strom 650 or 1000. There’s 
never been a better time to start a journey. To 
help you on the way we have packaged these 
powerful V-twin motorcycles with the latest Tom 
Tom Rider 450 GPS worth $649, a guidance system 
so advanced it will even help you find winding 
roads. With their wide, ergonomically designed 
seats and well positioned handlebars these sports 
enduro tourers are made to go the distance. The 
DL series offers a serious combination of the latest 
technology such as ABS brakes and traction control 
with more torque than a breakfast radio show host.

DL650A/XA AND 1000A/XA FEATURES
•  Powerful V-Twin engine with broad band of 

usable torque from low rpm
•  Easy Start and Low RPM assist for flawless 

round-town performance
•  DC outlet for satnav system or charging mobile 

devices
• 3-mode Traction control system
•  Multi-function LCD instrumentation
•  XA models feature wire spoked wheels, knuckle 

covers and engine undercowling

DL1000A/XA ONLY FEATURES
•     Motion Track brake system with Inertial 

Measurement Unit
•   SCAS clutch reduces effort and works as 

a slipper clutch on downshifts



SAVE $1,000

RM-Z250L8 

$10,995  

NEW MODEL

RM-Z450L8 

$13,495  

EXCEPTIONAL 
PRICES!

LAUNCHING IN 3… 2… 1
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Grab the holeshot with Suzuki’s latest generation 
of motocross bikes. The RM-Z450 is a world beater 
with new suspension technology and more power 
than ever. All new for 2018 the RM-Z450 sets the 
benchmark for production motocross bikes, one 
that delivers the goods at a price that can only be 
described as competitive. Great starts begin with 
Suzuki’s holeshot assist, to get you off the gate 
with a minimum of fuss and maximum amount 
of thrust. Not to be outdone Suzuki RM-Z250 
completes the range with new graphics and a 
price that shouts out to those wanting to make 
racing affordable. Don’t believe us, take a demo 
ride and let us know what you think!

RM-Z450 FEATURES
• New 3-stage Holeshot Assist (S-HAC) 
•  More torque, faster throttle response, 

more peak power
• Lighter, sharper handling chassis
• New Showa coil spring front fork
•  New Showa Balance Free Rear Cushion 

(BFRC) shock
•  Bigger, more powerful wave disc brakes

RM-Z250 FEATURES
• New 3-stage Holeshot Assist (S-HAC) 
•  KYB PSF2 pneumatic front shock and 

KYB rear shock
•  Renthal Fatbar and Excel aluminium rims
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SAVE $300 + FREE THH 
KIDS HELMET

DR-Z125LL8 

$3,995  
$61.20 PER WEEK
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EXCEPTIONAL PRICE!

DR-Z125L8 

$2,995  

+ FREE THH KIDS 
HELMET

DR-Z70

$2,695  

ONLY 120 NATIONWIDE

LAYBY FOR CHRISTMAS

THEN 18 MONTHS TO PAY

DEPOSIT
NO

PAYMENTS FOR 
6 MONTHS

NO

$41.78 PER WEEK

$46.26 PER WEEK

See back page for finance conditions.

JUNIOR ACTION
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Suzuki has a reputation for making great kids 
bikes – we’ve sold more than a few over the years 
and many have been passed from one generation 
to the next. You can trust Suzuki for reliability, our 
motorcycles and ATV all carry a factory warranty 
backed by a network of dedicated dealers, so spare 
parts and advice are not far away. For SuzukiFest 
we have some great opportunities with not only 
unbelievable pricing on the DR-Z125 (small wheel) 
but free helmets to give away with every purchase 
of DR-Z125L (big wheel) and DR-Z70. Better still 
there is a special finance package available on all 
kids bikes to take the stress out of Christmas and 
make ownership even easier.

DR-Z125/L FEATURES
•  RM-Z race-inspired styling and 

powerful 4-stroke engine
•  Large 19 inch front wheel with disc 

brake (DR-Z125L)
•  17 inch front wheel with drum brake 

(DR-Z125)
• Lightweight plastic engine skidplate

DR-Z70 FEATURES
•  Sleek RM-Z styling like the grown up 

race bikes
• Electric-start 4-stroke engine
• Great choice to start riding fun



+ FREE THH KIDS 
HELMET

JR80K6 

$2,895  

SPECIAL PRICE 
SAVE $300

LT-Z50 

$2,695  

LAYBY FOR CHRISTMAS

THEN 18 MONTHS TO PAY

DEPOSIT
NO

PAYMENTS FOR 
6 MONTHS

NO

$41.78 PER WEEK

$44.77 PER WEEK

$61.20 PER WEEK

See back page for finance conditions.

STARTING OUT
There’s no wifi, game controller or screen required, 
just some outdoors fun and a heap of exciting 
challenges when you ride a Suzuki kids bike.  
All are equipped with throttle limiters and in some 
cases restrictors to limit top speed. So, no excuses. 
Get them outdoors and onto the trail with Suzuki 
and the best fun times ever! You can trust Suzuki 
for reliability, warranty and a network of dedicated 
dealers. For SuzukiFest we have great pricing and 
specials across a range of kids bikes along with 
finance packages on all models to make  
Christmas easier.

LT-Z90 FEATURES
•  Electric-start fun machine for young riders
•  Low seat height, CVT transmission, throttle 

limiter screw
•  Striking black/yellow colour scheme

LT-Z50 FEATURES
•  Electric-start 4-stroke Quadsport 50 is ideal 

for beginners
•  Adjustable throttle, lightweight and ideal for 

adult supervision

JR80 FEATURES
•  Great “next” bike with 5-speed transmission
•  Powerful 2-stroke engine and RM-Z styling

22



+ FREE THH KIDS HELMET

LT-Z90 

$3,995  
$61.20 PER WEEK
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SZM0329 NOV 2017

SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE DEALERS 
KAITAIA  Kaitaia Motorcycles  09 408 1950
KAIKOHE  Renton Motors (1976)  09 401 0313
WHANGAREI Motorcycle Lab 09 438 2319
WARKWORTH  Warkworth Motorcycles  09 425 8535
AUCKLAND  Holeshot Motorcycles  09 486 5187
AUCKLAND  Colemans Suzuki  09 303 1786
PUKEKOHE  MR Motorcycles  09 237 3095
PAEROA  Whyteline  07 862 8783
MT MAUNGANUI  Moto City  07 927 1340
HAMILTON  Boyd Motorcycles  07 838 1209
MATAMATA  Phil’s M/C Centre  07 888 7604
MORRINSVILLE  Phil’s M/C Centre  07 889 7686
PUTARURU  Phil’s M/C Centre 07 883 7602
TE AWAMUTU Wilks Penny Motorcycles 07 871 3069
WHAKATANE  Underwood & Wilkins M/C  07 308 6166
ROTORUA  Bike Force  07 348 9171
TAUPO  Darryl August Motorcycles  07 378 8342
TAUMARUNUI  Bike Torque  07 895 7994
NEW PLYMOUTH  New Plymouth M/C Centre 06 758 4449
GISBORNE  Gisborne Motors  06 867 6759
HASTINGS  Bay Motorcycles  06 878 3289

HAWERA  Action Moto  06 278 4160
WANGANUI  Whitelock Suzuki  06 345 3462
WAIPUKURAU Bay Motorcycles  06 858 8983
DANNEVIRKE  Dannevirke Suzuki  06 374 2925
PALMERSTON NORTH  Courtesy Motorcycles  06 356 2195
PAHIATUA  Motorcycle HQ  06 376 7163
MASTERTON  Fagan Suzuki  06 378 6159
LOWER HUTT  TSS Red Baron  04 569 3989
WELLINGTON Scooterazzi  04 978 7388
MOTUEKA  Murray Thorn Motorcycles  03 528 9992
NELSON  Nelson Motorcycle Centre  03 548 3786
AMBERLEY  Arthur Burke  03 314 0127
CHRISTCHURCH  Avon City Suzuki  03 341 3490
ASHBURTON  Jeff Marshall Motorcycles  03 308 2055
TIMARU  Mike Gould Suzuki  03 688 4802
OAMARU  Young Motors (OAM)  03 434 5354
DUNEDIN  McIver & Veitch  03 477 0236
BALCLUTHA  Powerzone Suzuki  03 418 4672
GORE  Hokonui Suzuki  03 208 5271
WINTON  Winton Motorcycles  03 236 7231
INVERCARGILL  Southern Suzuki  03 214 4467

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 
The 2017 SuzukiFest Promotion runs at participating Suzuki dealers between 1 November 2017 and 31 January 2018. 
Stocks of all models are limited and promotion is only valid while current stocks last. Prices shown in this catalogue 
include GST unless specifically stated otherwise and are current retail or promotional price only. Offers not available 
in conjunction with any other promotion. Plus on road costs: Prices for all road units are exclusive of on road costs. 
Please ask your dealer for a quote for on road costs.

NO DEPOSIT, 4.95% INTEREST, 36 MONTHS TO PAY ON:
GSX-R1000AL7 – $180.22 week (RRP $24,995.00)
GSX-R1000RAL7 – $207.82 week (RRP $28,995.00)
GSX-S1000AL8 – $125.02 week (RRP $16,995.00)

GSX-S1000FAL8 – $131.92 week (RRP $17,995.00)
GSX-S750A/ZAL7 – $104.32 week (RRP $13,995.00)

Payments include $369 documentation fee, $10.35 PPSR fee, and 12 months on-road costs. 
NO DEPOSIT, 9.95% INTEREST, 24 MONTHS TO PAY ON:
GSX250R - $85.61 week (RRP $6,995.00)
LS650BL7 - $103.65 week (RRP $8,695.00)

GW250Z - $64.39 week (RRP $4,995.00)

Payments include $369 documentation fee, $10.35 PPSR fee, and 12 months on-road costs.
KIDS BIKES LAYBY FINANCE: No Deposit, No Repayments or interest for six months and a further 18 months to pay. 
Free delivery at Christmas, PLUS free helmet on stated models!
DR-Z70L5 - $41.78 week (RRP $2,695.00)
DR-Z125 - $46.26 week (RRP $2,995.00)
DR-Z125LL6 - $61.20 week (RRP $3,995.00)

JR80K6 - $44.77 week (RRP $2,895.00)
LT-Z50 - $41.78 week (RRP $2,695.00)
LT-Z90 - $61.20 week (RRP $3,995.00)  

AFTERMARKET ADDITIONS: Aftermarket accessories are covered by their individual manufacturer’s warranty. Suzuki 
Genuine accessories carry a 12 month warranty. Check with your dealer about full warranty conditions. SNZ Ltd 
reserves the right to substitute an alternative accessory product of the same retail value should the advertised item 
not be available. Offers or free accessories contained in this brochure cannot be exchanged for cash. 

Product availability: At the time of printing the number of units available (if stated) and the colour options were 
correct. SNZ Ltd reserves the right to change specifications, appearances, models, colours and other items shown in 
this catalogue at any time without notice.
Colours and specifications may alter slightly from those shown within this catalogue. Always wear helmet, eye 
protection and protective clothing • Read your owner’s manual carefully • Enjoy riding safely • Never ride under the 
influence of alcohol or other drugs.

SUZUKI NEW ZEALAND LIMITED 
1 HEADS ROAD, WANGANUI, NEW ZEALAND.  WWW.SUZUKI.CO.NZ

SUZUKI GENUINE PARTS 
Every Suzuki motorcycle is built with genuine parts. They have the optimal 
design and specifications tailored for the specific motorcycle type and model.

Every part has passed Suzuki’s rigorous test standards for performance, quality, 
durability, safety and comfort. We recommend that you choose Suzuki genuine 
parts when you need to repair your motorcycle. Each genuine part is the perfect 
match for your Suzuki motorcycle. By choosing Suzuki genuine parts and 
service, you can maintain your Suzuki in top condition.


